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January Sampler of the Month

In January save 15% on purchasing 2 or 3:
* the book ($92.95)
* NPI silks ($140) or overdyed silks (price
to be determined when we see the chart)
* linen (40c w/2” margins = $39)

Above, Becky’s beautiful model on 32c Lakeside V. Meadow Rue ~
Below on the left, the NPI silks with 40c V. Meadow Rue and, on the
right, the beginning of our overdyed silk conversion for this sampler.

Published as part of Joanne Lukacher’s newest book, Imitation and Improvement:
The Norfolk Sampler Tradition, I am thrilled to present our January selection!
I’ve been trying to keep this secret for many months now, and when I have
exciting sampler news, it is very difficult for me to keep it inside!
This month’s SOM is unique in many ways, not the least of which is it
provides the option of several styles of embroidery. Here is what Becky says
about it: It is mostly cross stitch over two and one with some satin stitch and the option to
do the floral corners in various short and long stitches or embroidery stitches of your
choosing. My version shows it with just the satin stitched bows and such, Julie is just
finishing her version with the freehand embroidery in the corners. They will receive the
charting/drawings for both ways with the chart in the book. So they have the option of
which style they would like to stitch. We knew some would not like to do the freehand
embroidery, which was the typical way Norfolk samplers were done, so we wanted to give the
cross-stitched version for those who would be more comfortable with that style of stitching.
I know that option will have great appeal for several of us!

Above, Becky’s framed model & Julie’s unframed model.
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January

As an Attic Addicts Club member, save
15% on the following during January:
* Reproduction Sampler charts/kits
* Lakeside Linens (Custom cuts)
* All Solid Silks

2

March
Saturday-Sunday, March 2-3, Nashville Needlework Market One of
my most favorite parts of my job: going to market to see all that’s new, in
person, not on a computer screen, visit with the lovely and talented people
who are a part of this industry, and shop, shop, shop ~ so that you can . . .

Unicorn Wedding Sampler Stitch-Along
~ See page 13 for Linda’s instructions for
Dividing Bands 3, 4, 5, and 6 and Band 2.

Friday, January 18, 1 - 4 PM, Paint the Box This
class setting arose out of a mistake in the date in our last
eNewsletter, and when we got a phone registration from
JaNae, who is attending our Sampler Symposium, we
realized that we could hold the class on Friday as well,
for those of you coming for our special weekend! For
more information about the class, see below! Fee: $30

. . . shop, shop, shop on Saturday, March 9, Nashville
Market Day, with doors opening at 9 AM for our Attic
Addict members and at 10 AM for the general public.

November

November 2013 ~ Jackie du Plessis/ Watch
for dates, projects & all details coming soon!

On Its Way To Us Now!

Saturday, January 19, 1 - 4 PM, Paint the Box
Linda will teach you to finish your box for this
wonderful ornament collection to be stored in the
box. Paint your box before coming to class ~
time in class will be spent “trimming” the box with
the gold paint and lining it. All finishing materials
are included, unless you wish to bring your own
lining paper (2 12x12 scrapbook pages) Fee: $30

February

Saturday, February 2, 10:30-12:30, Beginning
Linen This class is appropriate for both
beginning stitchers and anyone wishing to refine
their skills. The class project is Linda’s Tulip
needlebook design, and the $30 fee includes her
expert instruction + all project materials

Thursday, February 21, with checkout on Sunday,
February 24, The Attic’s Annual Junipine Retreat
Currently sold out; waiting list only. Fee: $300

We still have some BCRF cookbooks left.
Support a great cause (all net proceeds go to breast
cancer research) by buying a copy(s) of the Recipes
for a Cure cookbook for a donation of $14.95 (or
more) with fabulous time-tested recipes as well as
complimentary designs from 11 designers.

We are taking your pre-orders now for Imitation and
Improvement: The Norfolk Sampler Tradition, $92.95.
There’s a wonderful opportunity to peek inside the cover
of this very well-written 350+-page book by going here ~
but be patient while it loads! And as you begin to read,
“The year is 1797 and England is at war with Spain and
France . . .” it takes you right there, with vivid images of the
political, business and social scenes at the time, as well as
what they were eating: “At this particular dinner he partakes
of fried eels, boiled pork and greens, hashed calf ’s head, a
couple of chickens boiled, and apple dumplings followed by
coffee, tea and cards, where he wins two shillings at the
game of loo.” And then there are the beautiful samplers!
Oh, my!
Drawing on 10 years of research, this book provides
much insight into the culture which shaped these unique
samplers and is a must for your library if you’re a sampler
lover. Reserve your copy now.
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The Attic’s 2013 Sampler Symposium

The faculty for T he Attic’s 2013 Sampler
Symposium, 5 PM Friday, Jan 18 ~ 4 PM Sunday,
Jan 20 (daily schedule 9-4):
• Lorraine Mootz, Celle, Germany, co-author of Samplers
and Designs: Three Centuries of European Samplers
• Vickie Jennett of NeedleWorkPress
• Sherri Jones of Patrick’s Woods
• Joanne Martin Lukacher, author of Imitation and
Improvement: The Norfolk Sampler Tradition
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(2 cancellations make 2 spaces available.) The $450 fee includes a Friday night light
supper; continental breakfast, lunch, and breaks Saturday and Sunday; 2 reproduction
sampler charts from Lorraine Mootz that are exclusive to workshop attendees; kit for Vickie
Jennett’s workshop as well as for Sherri Jones’ Sunday workshop. Registration is limited due to
the size of the room. A non-refundable deposit of $50 is due upon registration. The balance will be due
upon issuance of the pre-stitching kits for Vickie’s workshop. Announcement of when the
kits are ready for mailing will be in a future newsletter. The event will again be held at
Hyatt Place Mesa, where they have available an Attic Needlework room block with prices of
$119 for King rooms and $129 for Queen/Queen rooms. Here is their Website. The hotel
has agreed to keep the block open through next Tuesday. Free shuttle service to
the shop is provided (airport transportation is not), so renting a car is really not necessary.

Lorraine will present two slide lectures and several charted samplers from her collection:
* Sajou, School, and Plain Sewing Samplers Towards the end of the 19th century, the working of fine
samplers in many elaborate stitches had given way to the often red alphabet marking samplers made by girls in school
during their required needlework instruction. While alphabets and numbers dominated, motifs from the popular
accordion-folded pattern booklets were often scattered around the samplers or grouped at the bottom or top. Along
with marking in cross and satin stitch, these young hands learned to knit, crochet, darn, sew, patch, and mend with
astounding excellence. Lorraine will be showing slides from her collection of early to later alphabet samplers, pattern
booklets, instructional manuals for teachers, and plain sewing samplers from France, Germany, England, and the
United States. To accompany her lecture she has reproduced Marguerite Dumas' 1895 French school sampler with 4
alphabets, numbers from 1-0, four different borders, as well as some of the popular Sajou motifs from the little pattern
booklets so popular around the turn of the century. Also reproduced and available to attendees will be charts of two
other French schoolgirl samplers, one from Marguerite's daughter Claudia Morel 1927 and one from F. Potherat 1891.
* Decorated Towels on Both Sides of the Atlantic This is a slide lecture on European and Pennsylvania
German decorated towels from Lorraine’s collection. Discussed is where the towels were made, why they were made,
what motifs are found on the various decorated towels as well as their relation to samplers. (An aside: according to
Ellen Gehret it is a no-no to say "show towel" as that is a relatively new term never used by the Pennsylvania Germans.)
Vickie LoPiccolo Jennett’s “A Token of Friendship” graced the cover of the Spring 2003 Sampler & Antique Needlework
Quarterly. This charming project fits so perfectly with Lorraine’s slide lecture that we asked Vickie to present a workshop
on the construction of her “little book.” Here’s what she says about this project: I have always loved letters in all shapes and
forms. So, when I stumbled upon a tiny "pattern book" in a South Dakota antiques shop, my curiosity was piqued. Exactly 10 years ago I
was delving into a subject new to me and to many other 21st-century needleworkers. I had not yet met Lori Mootz, nor been exposed to her
wealth of expertise. What I did have, though, was a dogged determination to study and recreate one of these books that blended my two
passions: letters and needlework. I took the liberty of creating a pattern; took advantage of several friends (no, I still don't stitch on 40ct linen)
and managed to piece together a precious little project that found its way to the cover of Sampler and Antique Needlework
Quarterly. You would have thought I made the cover of The Rolling Stone. Fact of the matter, that article opened the door to countless
opportunities to write about something I loved instead of just completing writing assignments. I am as delighted today to bring you this project
as I was 10 years ago when it appeared in SANQ. If you complete the stitching for A Token of Friendship, you will walk away from this class
with your very own completed fold-out book. Stitches are mostly cross stitch with limited long-arm cross, backstitch, and a nun's stitch border.
Even if you don't complete the stitching, you can complete the book and add your stitched piece (or the mini-project of your choice.)

The chart for this stunning
sampler design from In the
Company of Friends is also in
the book.

Joanne Martin Lukacher, author of a new book, Imitation and Improvement: The Norfolk Sampler Tradition, available in
February 2013, will present a lecture on a distinctive body of samplers executed by the girls of Norfolk during a dramatic
time of social and cultural change in late 18th-century Britain. The motifs and style of these samplers reveal a rich
engagement with textile craft and industry that was both regional and international in scope. These works are analyzed
for their exquisite beauty and skill and for the civic, moral, and educational values that they embodied in Norfolk society
from 1730 to 1830. By closely studying the intricate and distinguishing features of these samplers, Ms. Lukacher opens
up remarkable vistas onto a complex social landscape and the significant and primary place of textile art within it.
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The Attic’s 2013 Sampler Symposium (continued)
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Sherri Jones’ workshop will feature her Button Lover’s Brag Book:
This stitched book is designed to showcase a select few of your most exquisite
buttons, modern or vintage. The model book incorporates 8 stitched ‘pages’ to
display buttons made of pearl, glass and metals, as well as buttons known as calicos
and fashion buttons (including fabric and thread buttons). Six vintage button cards
are reproduced on fabric to display buttons on three of the pages. Stitched designs
surround buttons on the remaining pages. Pages can easily be customized to reflect
your favorite button styles, or you can focus on a selection of just one style of
button. You do not need an extensive collection of buttons. Buttons can be added
over time as you enjoy collecting. And buttons are not permanently attached so that
you may use a special button for another project. The book measures approx. 4” x
6”. The book is stitched on 32 count linen with silk floss in vintage tones of brown
and blue. The book is finished by hand with simple finishing techniques. Kit does
NOT include buttons.
Sherri will also present a slide lecture on the fun facts and trivia about buttons.

The weekend’s schedule as planned now:
Friday night, 5 PM, light supper in The Gallery, followed at 6 by workshop to construct
Vickie’s precious little pattern book.
Saturday, beginning at 9 AM, slide shows & lectures with Lorraine Mootz and Joanne
Martin Lukacher, with an hour for lunch in The Gallery. Saturday evening, reception at the
shop, with a special visit from Nancy Mills, displaying her buttons for sale.
Sunday, beginning at 9 AM, all-day workshop with Sherri Jones, including her slide lecture.

Monday’s Optional Class with Sherri Jones/Patrick’s Woods

A Fine and Fancy Tulip Tray

This unique tray was inspired by an antique Mauchline
ware tray, circa 1910. The tray, made exclusively for Patrick's
Woods, is crafted from rich dark walnut.
The five fancy-edged panels are laced together with
custom dyed silk satin ribbons.
Five stitched pockets are
embellished with a variety of Florentine patterns and scatterings
of tulip and swan motifs, stitched with silk floss in vintage tones of
rose pink, old gold, light mocha and grey green. The bottom
panel shimmers with pattern darning stitching in icy rose silk.
Pearl buttons shown on the panels ARE included in the kit, and
are attached with silk ribbon bows. Of course, there will be
options for button and bow placement as well as for the pockets.
The petite tulip tray is fitted with a tulip shaped needle
case, small pyn pillow, a vintage velvet berry cushion and a pyn
berry tower.
A matching ruler and thread palette are available
separately.
The $285 workshop fee includes the workshop kit as well as
continental breakfast, lunch, and break treats morning and afternoon. The
workshop will run from 9 - 4 PM. (Registration is full; waiting
list only at this point.)
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“Ann Bowers” Our 2013 Attic Stitch-Along
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In the undulating border across the top, the horizontal portions have 8, 10, 9, 9, 9 & 9 stitches going across from left to right.
Count carefully and use the first row of alphabets as a guide to ensure you’ve counted correctly. Do as I say, not as I do :-(

The verses on “Ann Bowers”
Arise Awake Your Lamps to Take
And Do No Longer Slumber You
Must Then Trim To Waite on Him
Unto His Wedding Chamber * Ann
Bowers Her Sampler Made In The 13
Year of Her Age * * W X Y Z
Love Thou The Lord And He Will
Be A Tender Father Unto The WXY

Ann Bowers Sampler
Joanne provides the following information
in the kit: “Ann Bowers was born in
Newport on June 18th, 1734. She was the
daughter of Jonathan Bowers, a builder of
boats, and Mary Boss. We know that the
family were members of the Quaker
Society of Friends in Newport. Perhaps
due to the economic devastation
experienced in Newport during the
American Revolution and the death of her
father, Ann and her mother moved to
Swansey, Massachusetts in 1780. We have
no further genealogical information to
glean on the remainder of Ann’s life.”
Stitches used in this piece are cross
stitch over two threads, cross stitch over one
thread, back stitch, satin stitch, Algerian
eye, and queen stitch.
On 35c linen,
sampler size is 9 3/4 x 21 1/2; on 40c linen,
8 1/2 x 18 3/4.
The kit is available on 35c linen with
DMC ($80) or 35c or 40c linen with silk
($150). I’m stitching mine with silk on 40c.

How much fun is this, to be stitching this beautiful sampler along with many others of you!
The Instruction Sheet included with your kit says, “Read Entire Instructions Before
Beginning.” It should answer many of your questions, but if you have others, please let me
know and I will answer them here, in the pages of our eNewsletters, because others may very
well have the same questions. I’m also planning to create a Special Group on Facebook,
upon the recommendation of Annette, customer and techno-guru. Details coming.
We will be stitching 1 - 2 bands per month, and the outer borders, with a plan to finish
this beautiful sampler in 2013!
Joanne suggests in #4 on page 2 to establish the undulating floral border around the
entire piece and also work both the outer and inner tan borders. Those tan borders serve
as perfect check points to ensure your counting is correct before getting too far afield.
For January we’re stitching the various borders across the top and down the sides
through the second row of Upper Case alphabets and numerals.
The instructions suggest
using two strands of floss.
However, since we as a group are
stitching on 35c and 40c, some
with DMC and others with silk,
please use your discretion here.
For example, on 40c with silk, one
strand is used, as well as on 35c.
That’s what made me a silk
convert early on: using only one
strand provided good coverage.
On 35c, however, with DMC, it is
personal preference. Some will
prefer using 2 strands, while
others will choose to stitch with 1.
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Blue Ribbon Designs Spring Sampler Club . . .
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with the charts ($8.50 each) releasing
approximately January 21st, February 25th, and March 25th, and the entire sampler revealed with the third installment.

Belinda’s springtime stitching mystery sampler is being
stitched on a 30c Weeks linen (my guess of Lt. Khaki
was obviously wrong; it’s Blue Jeans, with the hint to
“keep your pants on”) with 23 skeins of Weeks floss
used in the main design, with several multiples. A fat
quarter of the 30c is perfect for the 150H x 300W
design size ~ of course, we’ll be doing a conversion to
overdyed silks and offering it on a 40c as well as a 35c
(8.75H x 17.25W). As soon as we see the colors, we’ll
have more information for you about prices.
Each chart will have questions that will unlock a
code when all three designs are purchased. The code
will unlock a mystery bonus on Blue Ribbon Designs’
website. www.blueribbondesigns.com The bonus will
be put on her website when the 3rd installment is
released. If you don’t have online access, we’ll include
the bonus pattern with your third installment.

Little House Needleworks’ Little Sheep Virtues
Left, a sneak peek at Diane’s 2013 Series starting next week,
I believe, Little Sheep Virtues, with 12 wonderful months of
sheep! The designs are mounted onto wool and finished as
pillows (January’s uses Weeks‘ Palomino Houndstooth)
Each design is 61 x 61 and were designed to be stitched as
individual pieces. DMC threads were used, but as usual, we
will be doing a conversion to overdyes and kitting it with a
36c hand-dyed linen. If you’d like to stitch all of these on
one piece of linen, tell us your preferred layout, i.e., three
across and four down or . . . The virtues as listed on their
Website, not necessarily in order of release, are:
HOPE LOVE PEACE COURAGE FAITH SIMPLICITY
PATIENCE WISDOM FRIENDSHIP KINDNESS
GRATITUDE JOYFULNESS
Each design has at least one sheep, a virtue, an optional
button, and at least one heart.
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Coming from Kelmscott Designs
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From the left above:
“Quaker 1
Folkart Wooden Kit” $10, 1st of a
12-part series that will feature 12
random Quaker motifs; stitched
on 40c, a Stitcher’s Quarter will
be sufficient for all in the series ~
“Thirteen Stars & Stripes”
Needleminder $9.50 ~ “Fleur De
Lys Threadkeep” $9.50

Above, Plum Street
Samplers’ newest
d e s i g n , “A R e d
Cottage” $9.50

Above, from The Primitive Jewel, “Gem Keeps”
$10, a wonderful place to hold your scissors while
you’re stitching ~ around your neck! You will never
lose your trusty tool in the chair or on the floor!

From the right: 3 from
Nikyscreations:
“Bookmarks” $8 ~
“Two Birds” $8 ~
“Sewing Case” $8

Attic, Mesa, AZ Toll-Free: 1.888.94-ATTIC (1.888.942.8842) www.atticneedlework.com
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More Coming ... Some Already Here
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From La-D-Da, “Big Red House” $10,
with a most charming verse.

From Little House
Needle works, “Birdhouse
A l p h a b e t ” $ 1 7 . 5 0 i n cl u d e s
Beanstalk Belle Soie from Crescent
Colours and two small rosetta buttons
from Just Another Button Company!
From AuryTM Designs, “Too Chic” $8

Left and right, from Rosewood
Manor, K aren’s newest
designs, “Nostalgia XI” $8,
the 11th of 12 designs that
celebrate old sampler motifs,
and “Art Nouveau Rose,” $9,
inspired by the wonderful
designs of Charles Rennie
Mackintosh, Karen’s tribute
to him!
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Are you Thinking about Joining Nicola . . .
. . . in her Scarlet Letter Year?! In this
blog you can read about the journey (a
wonderful way to celebrate a milestone
birthday) and get inspired to stitch a
beautiful sampler reproduction from
Marsha Parker of The Scarlet Letter.
18 months ago, while visiting family in
Wisconsin, I was privileged to visit Marsha
in her gorgeous setting in the beautiful
Kettle Moraine area of souther n
Wisconsin and took these photographs.
Here, on these pages, are a few of my
favorites, reminding me once again, too
many samplers, too little time!

“Susan Dunn 1771” $13 has been a favorite of
mine for a long time, and with my interest
piqued in Norfolk samplers, I searched The Scarlet
Letter for “Norfolk” and didn’t find anything, so I
asked Marsha, and she replied, Susan Dunn is a
Norwich sampler. And of course I have always
loved Susan’s beautiful sampler. Who wouldn’t?
The red verses ... the red shaded eyelet area
surrounding the octagonal cartouches ... the
idyllic landscape scene at the bottom of the
sampler (close-up on the following page) Oh, my!

Attic, Mesa, AZ Toll-Free: 1.888.94-ATTIC (1.888.942.8842) www.atticneedlework.com
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More from The Scarlet Letter
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Right, Another excerpt from Susan Dunn’s
beautiful sampler.
Two A&E samplers:
Below left, “Ann Wimp” $15, stitched entirely
over one except the capital letters in the first
verse, with an acrostic verse (where the first
letters of each line spell out Ann’s last name)
in the lower right corner, was certainly not a
wimp when it came to samplermaking!
Below right, “Mary Keeling” $19, a stunning
sampler that I have always loved, because of
the deer ~ and the beautiful palette of silks ~
and the carnation band ~ and the verses (my
favorite: “Return the kindnesses that you
receive as far as your ability gives leave.”)

Attic, Mesa, AZ Toll-Free: 1.888.94-ATTIC (1.888.942.8842) www.atticneedlework.com
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More from The Scarlet Letter
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Above, “Rebecca Cullin 1801,” ($19.50) a magnificent sampler that Marsha says is
“clearly of a specific school .... it is nearly identical to at least two other known samplers:
one made by Jane Ballard in 1799 (currently residing in the Worcester, MA, Art
Museum) and the other made by Martha Bates in 1801, in the collection of the
Fitzwilliam Museum in Cambridge, England.” And if you shy away from freehand
embroidery, Marsha has kindly included two versions in the charting, one graphed and
drawn as the original was done, the other translated into an entirely graphed version.
Right, “Ann Hair 1762” ($18) features wonderful verses (All You my Friends That now Expect
To See A Piece of Work Thus Performed By me Cast But A smile upon my small indever Ill strive to
Mind and Be Obedient Ever. Then I'll not Be Proud OF my Youth nor my Beauty sence Both of Them
Wither and fade But Gain a Good name By Well Duing my Duty. This will sent like a Rose When I
am Dead. Blest be the Lord That Sent his Son To take our Flesh and Blood He for our Lives Gave UP
his own To make our Peace With God. When This You See Remember me Miss Iewel. In all
Misfortunes this Advantage Lies They make us humble and they make us Wise Lets bear it calmly Tho'
a grievous Woe and still adore The hand the gives the Blow. Long Live the King Long Live the gracious
Queen our grateful Ile Perpetually shall Sing. Transported see that She can boast alone the happiest Pair
upon the Brightest Throne, Let Title Be the name of Truth This is the Practice of Thy Youth With care
ber me and court I have this Roat and Finished With a Vurgin Thought. When this you see Remem . .)
~ she seemingly ran out of room for all of her thoughts! Love the pair of deer as well!
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Delfi’s exquisite reproduction is
progressing nicely ~ all of that red
makes me wish that I’d stitched this one,
and when I saw this progress photo, I
was tempted all over again. What is it
about red in samplers?
And in
cardinals? And ... and ... and ...

From Doris in New Zealand!

I’ve always wanted to visit NZ ~ former Arizona resident Doris’s stunning photo of the view
from their home re-enforces that dream! ~ and a charming photo of her cat helping her quilt!
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Unicorn Wedding Sampler Stitch-Along
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From Linda, your Stitch-along leader: I apologize for the delay in getting the second portion of this SAL
to you. As they say, “If you want to make God laugh, tell Him your plans.” (As many of you know,
Linda has been dealing with some health challenges and enduring innumerable tests. She is
finally feeling better and getting some answers, although more tests are still in her future.)
Dividing Bands 3 and 6 are straight forward. A simple four-sided stitch is all you need.
The diagram is a good one and shows how the stitch is done. I think this stitch looks best
when pulled slightly as shown in the photo to the right.

Dividing Bands 4 and 5 are also pretty straight forward, but
to minimize having to run your threads under stitches on
the back, stitch either the top half or bottom half of the
dividing band on the trip from left to right and complete
the other half on the return trip. I stitched the bottom
portion of the dividing band first, as you can see in the
photo above. I finished the upper part of the dividing band
on the return trip, as you can see in the photo on the right.
I am leaving cutting the linen and sewing on the pearls
until later.

In Band 2, putting in basting lines at the top and bottom of this band makes it much easier to know just where
the faggoting stitch diagonals begin and end. I like the faggoting stitch best when it is slightly pulled. The
satin stitch motifs are easy to stitch. You work will look best when you remember to take you needle down in a
hole that already has a thread and come up in an empty hole. We will talk about the Bullion knots next time.
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Now Showing: Lizzie Kate Trunk Show
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We hung our 40c model stitched with silk in the trunk show as well,
to demonstrate the size difference from the 32c chart model.
Displayed through January, we hope you’ll come in and take a look!
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Our Best Lunch All Year Long
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June dear, you were with us in spirit for sure!

The second Wednesday of each month a group of lovely needlewomen use our classroom to stitch and visit and eat
their lunch and then stitch some more. This week the “Bag Ladies,” their name for themselves, as they do every
January, treated The Attic staff to a wonderful salad buffet (with dessert :-) ~ and it’s always the best, and healthiest,
lunch we have all year. We missed you, June, but the ladies did a wonderful job and made you proud. Get well soon!

It’s Always More Fun When the Packers Win!

Last weekend, we were all in our “G” shirts, with big smiles after
the Packer victory ~ and decided to take a family photo. John was
the photographer in the photo above ~ and then Ralph realized he
could use the timer on his phone ~ we laughed a lot while setting
up the “photo studio” ~ and it worked! A photo with all of us!

And the New Year brings many
changes, including glasses and
braces on our beautiful
Hannah! If only I’d looked
like that in my glasses when I
was 13, I’d have been a much
happier teenager.
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